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EContent Selects Vantage Linguistics One of the
Companies that Matter Most in the Digital Content
Industry
Dec 01, 2009 (PRWeb.com via COMTEX) -- EContent Magazine (http://www.econtentmag.com) has named
Vantage Linguistics (http://www.vantagelinguistics.com) to its EContent 100 List honoring it one of the
companies that matters most in the digital content industry.
It is the first time that Vantage was named to this exclusive list of organizations making a difference in digital
content. EContent gives the award to the top 100 companies (http://www.econtentmag.com/Articles/Editorial
/Feature/2009-2010-EContent-100-List-57989.htm) that lead the digital content industry through market
share, but also thought-and-technology leadership, innovation, and experimentation.
"We are proud to be named to such an exclusive list of companies," stated John Burke, Vice President of
Vantage Linguistics. "We have been recognized for our innovative technologies, but to have such prestigious
industry recognition is very special. We have been working hard to leverage our natural language
understanding technologies and empower individuals with the knowledge to act. By dynamically targeting,
discovering, and organizing information using natural language processing and AI, users can improve the
ability to find information and make intelligent decisions. We have only seen the tip of the iceberg regarding
what we can do to assist organizations improve their business. Taking a trillion points of light and finding the
single light bulb someone needs is very exciting.""The EContent 100 list represents the best and the brightest
digital content companies as selected by a dozen judges who follow different aspects of our vast and varied
industry, from vantage points all over the map--literally and figuratively," said Michelle Manafy, editorin-chief of EContent Magazine. "We offer this list not just to recognize companies that lead our industry, but
to inspire organizations of all kinds to join in the content conversation online. This will be a year in which
organizations must put the tools to work-engaging new customers; satisfying and keeping existing ones;
maximizing knowledge assets; and delivering content to employees, customers, and information seekers when
they need it to get the job done-all to deliver demonstrable value to the bottom line. I look forward to another
exciting year collaborating with the EContent team and our readers, and to seeing how the sparks of
innovation fire up the content economy."Vantage Linguistics offers iSEEK (http://www.iseek.com) and
partners with B2B and industry-vertical organizations to improve ROI of their employees, customers, and
business partners. CIO Zone(TM) (http://www.ciozone.com), the first and only ProSocial(TM) meeting place
for CIO's, recently selected iSEEK as their powerful new search engine.

About Vantage Linguistics:Built on more than 30 years of international research, Vantage Linguistics is the
world leader in the development of linguistic software solutions to effectively find, process, and communicate
information in today's global marketplace. Holding 37 patents in natural language processing and artificial
intelligence, Vantage Linguistics provides both pioneering technologies and acquired offerings formerly
associated with renowned companies such as INSO, Lernout & Hauspie, Sail Research Labs, and WexTech.
World-class organizations such as Microsoft, Apple, Intuit, IBM, AOL, and Oracle have chosen Vantage
Linguistics' components to enhance their products and services, improve internal communications, and reach
a global market. In fact, more than 350 million end users are touched by our multilingual proofing and search
technology every day.
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About ECONTENT Magazine:EContent is dedicated to one of the most essential commodities any business
has to offer-content. While the digital era has provided businesses with unprecedented access to content, it
has also created an exponentially increasing need to manage, store, and deliver that content in ways that are
efficient, effective, and affordable. Every industry-from publishing to pharmaceutical-needs to maximize its
content resources. With this steady rise in digital content challenges, EContent magazine is there to help guide
professionals with sound advice and breaking news. EContent is the most respected source for information
about the digital content industry. The magazine has a mission to clearly identify and explain emerging digital
content trends, strategies, and resources that will help readers navigate the content maze and find a clear path
to profits and improved business processes. Essential reading for executives and professionals involved in
content management, creation, acquisition, aggregation, and distribution in corporate and B2B environments,
EContent provides the go-to resource for digital content business strategies.
Read the full story at http://www.prweb.com/releases/2009/12/prweb3276634.htm.
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